The Pinnacle of Life – Chapter 1173

“Dorothy, have you heard about it? A battle appointment of Grandmaster-level has appeared at Moonlight
Lake!”

“The person who made the battle appointment is very powerful. It’s unknown what sort of spell has been cast
at Moonlight Lake. A huge space of vacuum is isolated from the lake surface. Even the people from
California‘s Brigade for Special Operations couldn’t enter the area. Their ships were blocked one kilometer
away from the area!”

At California State University, when Beatrice was about to leave the campus, Wilson Jordan and Sam Culver
rushed over. These two people were an inseparable duo. The two people were almost always together
wherever Beatrice went.

People who did not know the situation would think they had a thing for each other. In fact, it was because both
of them fancied Beatrice.

Beatrice was startled as she had not received such news. It was because the last two sessions earlier were
practical classes. She was all holed up in the laboratory and had no time to browse her phone.

“Is there such a weird incident? It can’t be a rumor, right?”

Beatrice was dubious because it was too exaggerated.

Wilson said, “Look at the campus’s forum. The forum is filled with news about this now.”

However, Beatrice did not have to browse the campus’ forum because many people in the class started
screaming.

“Oh gosh, does such an awesome person exist in the world?”

“Guys, someone, please come hit me and wake me up! Did I just time travel and suddenly arrived at a world
of martial arts?”

“Time travel your a*s! Martial artists already exist. You just don’t know about it! Just look at Michelle Yowell
from Devil Coven. Michelle Yowell is a martial expert. I heard that she’s now at Advanced-Mystic rank, and
the same goes for Annalise Henderson. But, Annalise Henderson’s cultivation can’t be compared to Michelle
Yowell’s. Their difference is too vast.”

“So, what the hell is with the huge isolated space of a kilometer apart? Could it be the legendary force field?”

“It’s hard to say! It could be caused by a Cultivation Guru. My grandpa knows Jarsurya from Obloha Nuvem.
He’s a Cultivation Guru who possesses very amazing tricks.”

The person who spoke obviously had quite some background in the family. Hence, he knew a lot of things.

Sam said, “Beatrice, let’s hurry and head over there! Beyond the Clouds Restaurant. operated by my aunt, just
happens to be located near Moonlight Lake. Moreover, it’s on the eighteenth floor. We can see the view with
binoculars on the platform of the eighteenth floor.”

To Beatrice, who was a martial arts fan, this was simply an irresistible temptation. It happened that the
afternoon’s classes were over, the few people departed right away.

After more than half an hour, they arrived at Beyond the Clouds Restaurant.

To their surprise, there were already many people inside the restaurant, especially at least five or six people
who had gathered on the platform. Sam found his aunt, but she said helplessly, “My platform here has the best
View in this huge building. You can see the situation of the center of Moonlight Lake from here. Most of these
people are the stewards of this huge building and my business connection. There’s no way to prevent them
from coming over!”

Upon hearing it, the few people were greatly disappointed.

However, Sam’s aunt whispered, “Come with me!”

It turned out that she still had a special office in which the view of Moonlight Lake could be seen through the
windows. After Sam’s aunt brought them into the office, they found that there was also a telescope with a high
magnification level inside.

Overjoyed, Sam exclaimed, “Aunt, you’re really awesome!”

His aunt smiled and took two glances at Beatrice. She seemed to know that her nephew was pursuing the girl.
She thought, ‘This brat has a good taste. This girl is really beautiful and enchanting.’

However, she shook her head again afterward. She could tell that the way Beatrice looked at Sam was very
ordinary.

She did not have any intentions beyond friendship.

‘Such a beautiful girl must have many pursuers. Lil’ Sam is still a bit lacking!’

Then, she said, “Sam and your two classmates, you guys just take your time to enjoy. If you need a drink,
there’s a water dispenser at the side.”

“Alright!”

At this moment, Beatrice had already started using the telescope and found the small wooden boat at the center
of the lake.

The angle here was just right. She could see the frontal view of the people on the boat.

She saw the ancestor of the Witch Doctor Sect standing on the bow of the boat. In the next second, she turned
her gaze and saw the sitting Brittany Rockefeller. In that instant, she exclaimed, “Ah..! Is that her?”

Wilson and Sam were startled by her sudden action. They hurriedly ask her about what had happened. Then,
they took turns looking at the view through the telescope lens.

